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Frunk made of Ultra-Silent: greater driving range for electric cars 

 

With demand for electric cars growing sharply, the need for lightweight components that 

enable a greater driving range for this category of vehicles is rising as well. Autoneum now 

offers a front trunk made of Ultra-Silent – the lightweight, noise-reducing and sustainable 

technology bestseller for underbodies – particularly developed for electric vehicles.  

 

Acceptance, demand and sales of electric vehicles depend in large part on their driving range. The 

lighter e-models and their individual components are, the greater their range. With its innovative 

frunk for electric vehicles, Autoneum now offers the optimal solution for more storage space and 

longer driving pleasure. The multifunctional frunk – short for front trunk – out of Ultra-Silent is par-

ticularly light thanks to its textile fibers and replaces the heavier plastic solutions consisting of sev-

eral individual components that are common in electric vehicles today. With Autoneum’s lightweight 

frunk, electric cars save on average three kilograms in weight, which results in lower electric en-

ergy consumption and higher driving range. 

 

At the same time, the Ultra-Silent-based frunk also improves vehicle acoustics. Contrary to popular 

belief, noise-reducing components are essential for electric models, too. Because there is no en-

gine noise, external and internal sound sources such as the e-motor and compressors as well as 

tire noise are more audible. Thanks to their sound-absorbing textile material composition, the 

Ultra-Silent components reduce annoying noises at the source. Additionally, synergies with other 

acoustic components have a positive impact on the vehicle’s overall acoustic comfort. The frunk 

made of Ultra-Silent is highly sustainable as well: It is made entirely of PET and contains up to 70% 

of recycled material. 

 

Autoneum's lightweight innovation is already in pre-development for a model of a new electric  

vehicle manufacturer and available in Europe, North America and China. 
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Images can be downloaded at www.autoneum.com/images/frunk-ultra-silent. 
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About Autoneum 

Autoneum is globally leading in acoustic and thermal management for vehicles. The Company develops and 
produces multifunctional, lightweight components and systems for interior floor and engine bay as well as the 
underbody. Customers include almost all automobile manufacturers in Europe, North & South America, Asia 
and Africa. Autoneum operates 55 production facilities and employs around 13 000 people in 25 countries. 
The Company with its headquarters in Winterthur, Switzerland, is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange  
(ticker symbol AUTN). 
 
www.autoneum.com 

 

 

 

Autoneum. Mastering sound and heat. 

http://www.autoneum.com/

